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Henryk Gacki
ON THE EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A SOLUTION 
OF THE RANDOM INTEGRAL EQUATION WITH ADVANCING ARGUMENT
1. Introduction
In this paper we shall prove two theorems on the existen­
ce of a unique random solution of the following random inte­
gral equation with advancing argument: 
(1) x(t,co) = h(t,w)
t+<5(t)
* f0 K(t,r,co)f(r ,x(r ,cj) )dr
in the class of all continuous and bounded functions defined 
on R+ with values in LglQ,A,P), where (Q,A,P) denotes 
the probability space.
Nonrandom differential equations with advancing argument 
have been investigated by other authors (see [l], [2], [3]).
The problem of the existence of a solution for random in­
tegral equation of the Volterra type with advancing argument 
has been considered in the class of all mappings x:R^S2 —— R 
such that, for every t,x(t,«) is a random variable (see [5]).
The fundamental theorems of this paper generalize some re­
sults of Christ. P.Tsokos and W.J.Padgett [6j, by making use 
of certain ideas of that paper.
2. Pre1i mi narie s
We start by introducing the following definitions:
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Definition 1. The function x:R+x52—-R is 
called a stochastic process if for each teR+,x(t,') is a 
random variable defined on Q.
Definition 2. A stochastic process 
x(t,w),t6 R+, is said to belong to the space L2 = L2(Q,A,P) 
or to be a second order if for each te R+, we have
E(|x(t,’)|2) =£ x(t,w)2dP(w)< oo
We introduce a norm in the following way:
1
IIx(t,• )||L = (E|x(t,« )| 2) .
2
Thus, for each teR+, L2 is a Banach space.
Definition 3. The function x:i2—-R is 
called P-essentially bounded if there is a constant a > 0 
such that,
p|o; | x(w)|> a | = 0.
The space of all such functions will be denoted by LM = 
= LOO(Q,A,P), the norm in this space is given by the formu­
la:
IIIxHI = inf sup | x(<o)| ,
where P(-®0) = 0.
Definition 4. By C(R+,L2(S2, A,P)) we denote 
the space of all continuous and bounded functions x defined 
on R+ with values in L2(£2,A,P). The norm in this space 
is defined by the formula
l|x||c = sup k(t,«)||L2(^AtP).
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Definition 5. We shall denote by C (R+,L?) 
the apace of all continuous functions x from Rł into I>2 
such that there exists a positive number z and a positive 
continuous function g defined on R+, satisfying the ine­
q uality
In C the norm will be defined as follows 
&
Definition 6. Let Cc(R+,L2) denote the spa­
ce of all continuous functions x on R+ into L2. On this 
space is defined a family of seminorms:
l|x|| = sąp ( fx(t,<o)2dP(co)) n=1,2»...
n 0«t«n \ g J
The topology on C is defined by the following distance fun- c
ction
Having the topology defined above, we may treat Cc(R+,L2) 
as a complete metric space. Hence, C(R+,L2) is a subspace 
of Cc(R+,L2).
Definition 7. The random process x is a 
random solution of the equation (1) if for every fixed 
t e R+ x(t,«)eL2 and x(t,«) satisfies (1) a.s.
Now, let (B,D) be a pair of Banach spaces such that




Definition 8. The pair of spaces (B,D) is 
called admissible with respect to the operator T: (^(R^Lg)-*- 
— Cfc(R+,L2) if T(B)CD.
3. Existence theorems
The main result of the paper are the following theorems: 
Theor.em 1. Suppose the following assumptions 
are satisfied:
1° There exists a function a:R+—— R+ and a constant 
A,O<A<e“^ such that




2° The function <5(t) is nonnegative, continuous for 
te R+.
3° For every t,reR+ such that the
stochastic kernel K(t,r,») is a random variable satisfying 
the condition:
|||K(t,r,. )|||:<a(T)e“b^t\
4° The function f: R+x R——R is continuous with respect 
to t e R+ uniformly in scalars xeR, such that f(t,O)eCg 
and f satisfies the following Lipschitz condition:
|f(t,x) - f(t,y)|^ ^g(t)|x-y| ,
where O^A<e^-e'^’ and
g(t) =
5° Let h be a continuous, bounded function from R+, 
into Lg thus h6C(R+,Lg).
- 1014
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6° Moreover, for any fixed p the inequality
||h||c + L|f0Hc pU-ae®71"1'), L = e®71-1, f0 = f{t,O)
£
holds.
Then the equation (1) has a unique.random solution, xfC 
such that
l|x||c«P
Proof. At first we shall prove that under the 
assumptions 1°, 3° the pair (Cg,C) is admissible with respect 
to the operator T defined as follows:
t+«(t)
(Tx)(t,o>) = J K(t,r,w)x(r,w)dr, where x e Cg.
0
In virtue of a generalized Holder’s inequality (see [4], 
p.530) we have
t+id( tl)
J |||K(t,r,»)||| - |x(r,*)||L dr.
0 2
This inequality and the assumptions 1° and 3° imply








so Tx e C for every




Chris. P. Tsokos and W.J. Padgett proved in [6J, p.36 
that under the assumption 4° if xeC then f(t,x(t,có)) e 
and the following inequality holds
C&
(4) ||f(t,x)~f( t,y)||c «A|[x-y||c for every x,yeS, 
where
S ={xeC: ||x||c^p|.
Now, define the operator U: S—— C by
K(t,r,co)f(r,x(r,w) Jdt.
The operator U has the following properties:
(i) U(S)CS
(ii) U is a contraction on S.
We shall prove (i). Let xeS. Applying assumptions 1°, 
3°, 4° and (4), analogously as in (2) we obtain
t+<5(t)
||u(x(t,-))||L J |||K( t ,r, • )||| • ||f(r,’)||L dr+|| h( t, • )|| £
2 0 2 2
t+5(t)
f adJe-^Je^Mfllc + l|h( t, • )|| L
0 g 2
^||h(t,.)||L + e^1 ||f||
bg
^||h(t,.)||L + eeA"1 ||f-f0Hc + e3A-1 ||f0Hc
2 S
^||h(t,.)||L + eeA-1 A||x|lc + ||follc • eeA_1.
2
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This implies using 6°
llUxllj,* l|h|lc * e^-' *p + e^-’IIrJI^e^-hp+pd-e^-Sl.p.
Hence, Ux 6 S for all xe S, thus U(S)CS.
Now, we shall prove (ii). Let x,yeS; applying the ge­
neralized Holder’s inequality, assumptions 1°, 2°, 3° and 





J III )||| .|| f(r,x)-f(r ,y )IIL^ dr
0
This inequality implies that:
||Ux-Uy||cs||k||x-y(|c, where k = ?<e eA-1 9
so, by 4° 
Now, i 
theorem, 
is a unique random solution of the 
This fact completes the proof. 
We shall close this paper with 
dealing with the case when g(t) = 
Theorem 2
ditions hold for the random equation (1): 
1° There exists a function a:R+—»-R+ and 
A, o<A<e~1 such that
, U, is a contraction operator on ; 
we may notice, that from the Banach : 
















2° The function <5(t) is nonnegative, continuous for 
t€R+.
3° For every t,re R+ such that rt+6(t)^ <» the 
stochastic kernel K(t,r,«) is a random variable satisfying 
the condition
ll|K(t,r,-)H * a(r)ee[b<'-»-b<‘n
4° The function f: R+x R ——R is continuous uniformly 
in x and satisfies the following condition
|f(t,x) - f(t,y)| (x-y)| , where 0<a <e1"9A
5° Let h be a continuous and bounded function from R+ 
into Lg such that for fixed p the inequality
||h||c + e^^lfJc^pd-e671-1)
holds.
Then the equation (1) has a unique random solution x, 
belonging to the class C and such that ||x||q ^p.
Proof. We need to show that the pair (C,C) is 
admissible with respect to the integral operator T, defi­
ned as follows
t+<5( t)
(Tx)(t,w) = J* K(t,r,co)x(c,xo)dr, for xeC.
0
Indeed, let xeC. Then by the condition 1° and the genera­
lized Holder’s inequality we have:
t+<5( t)
llTx(t,«)||L = J* III K(t,r,‘JlH • || x(r, • )|| L drag
2 0 2 
t+<5( t) r
ag||x||c J a(r)e9Lb(r)-b(t,Jdr^eaA-1 ||x|lc
0
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Using the,last inequality we obtain
||Tx||c^ eeA-1||X||c.
This inequality implies that Tx e C for every xeC. There­
fore the pair (C,C) is admissible with respect to T.
The remainder of the proof follows in a fashion similar 
to the proof of Theorem 1 and is omitted.
Acknowledgment. The author is indebted to J.Błaż for seve­
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